
SB 3424 (Frerichs) seeks to clarify issues not addressed 
or negotiated in the Hydraulic Fracturing Regulatory 
Act or the current rulemaking process.

SB 3424, will amend the Oil and Gas Wells 
on Public Lands Act and prohibit the Illinois 
Department of Natural Resources (DNR) from 
issuing drilling permits on our public lands. 

Given the potential for fracking to cause upward 
contamination, SB3424 will ban all drilling 
underneath state parks, recreation areas, fish and 
wildlife areas, forests and historic sites. Drilling in a 
state park is already illegal, but directional drilling 
underneath state parks is allowed. Protections would 

also extend to national grasslands, wildlife refuges 
and forests like the Shawnee. Federally managed 
lands like the Shawnee would still require a state 
permit; thus the need to clarify that DNR will not 
issue permits for these lands.

Ban Fracking In Or Under Our Public Lands  
Support SB 3424 (Frerichs)

Protect Our Parks From Fracking
On Monday, January 27th, an unsuccessful 
nitrogen test-frack blew the casing out of a Woosley 
Operating Company oilrig near Highway 15 
southeast of Fairfield, IL. Witnesses documented 
a nitrogen tanker truck, trucks removing damaged 
rig parts, an open unlined wastewater pit, and 
frozen blowout fluid all over the immediate adjacent 
cornfield. 



We need large predators back as a key part of a healthy 
ecosystem. SB 3049 would provide protection for the 
gray wolf, American black bear, and cougar (mountain 
lion). We also need to oppose HB 4226 which will open 
a hunting season on bobcats.

By the mid-to-late 1800s, these native species that once 
roamed freely across the Prairie State had been displaced 
by habitat destruction and unregulated hunting. Several 
species including the wolf, bear and cougar disappeared 
from our state. Having vanished from the state by the 
time the Illinois Wildlife Code was enacted they were 
left off the list of protected species in the Act.

With adequate protection, large predators can return to 
the Prairie State. Since the bobcat was not completely 
extirpated it was listed as a protected species under 
the Illinois Wildlife Code. Twenty-two years after the 
bobcat was first protected, it was removed from the state 

threatened species list, and has an estimated statewide 
population of 3,000 individuals. 

Several of the large predator species have made 
occasional appearances in Illinois. In order to ensure that 
they are able to return and maintain stable populations 
the General Assembly must:

Support SB 3049, which will allow DNR to actively 
prepare for the time when cougar, wolves and black bears 
may once again establish populations in the state.

Say NO to HB 4226, which would establish a bobcat 
hunting season. Supporters offer no scientific or 
biological need or reason for reducing Illinois’ bobcat 
population. Rather than approving an ill-advised 
hunting season, we should be acknowledging the 
successful return of one of our larger predators to the 
state.

Welcome Back Cougars, Wolves, Bobcats, and Bears to Illinois 
Yes to SB 3049 and No to HB 4226



BACKGROUND  

Petroleum coke, or “petcoke”--- a waste product of 
oil refining, in particular heavy tar sands oil that is 
increasingly processed at Midwestern refineries --- made 
national news when residents on the southeast side of 
Chicago documented it coating their homes and their 
communities (see picture above).

The black soot blowing off of sites storing and moving 
piles of petcoke and coal is coating Illinois communities 
with particulate matter, which harms the lungs, 
especially those of the elderly and children. Pet coke and 
coal dust also contains toxic heavy metals like mercury, 
selenium, and nickel. 

Petcoke and coal should not be stored in any Illinois 
communities.  

HB 5939: PROTECTING PUBLIC HEALTH

Prohibits petcoke and coal handling facilities within 
a 1,000 foot radius of a residence, childcare service, 
school, outdoor recreational area, hospital or nursing 
home, and within a 660 foot radius of a community 
center, place of worship, or other place of public 
accommodation not subject to the 1,000 foot setback; 
and

Requires all facilities that are not covered by this 
prohibition and that are located within a 5,000 foot 
radius of a residence, childcare service center, etc. to 
(a) fully enclose storage piles and (b) more stringently 
control petcoke and coal dust generated by vehicles and 
other onsite equipment.

Applies these additional protections statewide so that 
dirty petcoke and coal handling facilities cannot just 
move outside of Chicago’s boundaries and continue 
polluting in another Illinois neighborhood.

Illinois Environmental Council (IEC) • Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) • Environmental Law & Policy Center (ELPC) • 
Respiratory Health Association • Faith in Place • Sierra Club

Supporters:



Illinois’ renewable portfolio standard (RPS) law passed in 2007 requires 25% of the state’s power 
to come from clean sources by 2025. The RPS has kept utility bills low for families and businesses, 
created new jobs, increased energy security and eliminated harmful pollution. Yet a glitch in state 
law has broken the RPS, halting clean energy development and leaving Illinois behind as the market 
grows. Two pending bills – SB 103 (Sen. Frerichs) and HB 2864 (Rep. Mautino) – would fix 
the RPS and continue policy support for clean energy, which 87% of Illinois voters support.

When the RPS Works, 
Illinois Benefits 
Between 2008 and 2012 Illinois ranked 
among the top five states in clean energy 
growth. Illinois’ renewable energy industry 
has created more than 20,000 Illinois jobs, 
$28.5 million annually in property tax 
revenues and $177 million in wholesale 
electricity cost savings, and eliminated 5 
million tons of air pollution.

The Broken RPS Has Halted 
Clean Energy Development
When the RPS law was written, most cus-
tomers purchased their energy through their 
utility. With most customers now buying 
power through competitive suppliers, the 
structure of the original law has broken down, 
halting development and stranding $53 
million meant for investment in 
renewable energy.

Legislators Can Fix the RPS At No Additional Cost
Legislation now pending in the General Assembly, SB 103 (Sen. Frerichs) and HB 2864 (Rep. Mautino) 
would fix the RPS and jumpstart billions of dollars of clean energy development. Fixing the RPS would:

• Preserve consumer protections and keep rate caps in place
• Give the Illinois Power Agency and businesses greater flexibility to meet their energy needs
• Create new jobs and economic development, including in rural and economically disadvan-

taged areas
• Increase our energy security and reduce air and water pollution that threatens our health and welfare
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“C” is for Cat Coal? 
Knowledge is Power! Support HB 5660 

 
House Bill 5660 (Conroy), removes the legal mandate 
requiring the Illinois Department of Commerce and 
Economic Opportunity (IDCEO) to provide coal education 
for Illinois children 

Background 
 
The “Illinois Coal Technology Development and Assistance 
Act” requires the Department of Commerce and Economic 
Opportunity (IDCEO) to use tax dollars to produce and 
distribute coal educational materials for our kids. The Coal 
Education Program is funded by revenue from three 
ratepayer taxes and fees: the electricity excise tax; the gas 
revenue tax; and the Renewable Energy Resources and 
Coal Technology Development Assistance Charge. 
Between 2006 and 2012 the Illinois Department of 
Commerce and Economic Opportunity (IDCEO) spent 
nearly $1 million on coal education. 
 

The Curriculum 
 
Within the curriculum, children are taught that 
environmental regulations would significantly raise the 
cost of producing electricity, and that the evidence was not 
clear that the combustion of fossil fuels had led to a 
warming climate. The full Coal Education Program 
includes: 

1. An extensive curriculum called “From the 
Coalfields to the Power Lines” developed for 
children in grades K-12.  
 

2. A kids page on the IDCEO website, explaining the 
importance of coal and the effectiveness of 
environmental regulations in protecting lands 
impacted by coal mining.  
 

3. A yearly art and essay contest in which 5th–8th 
grade students in Illinois are invited to submit 
posters and essays on coal-related topics to 
compete for a spot in that year’s Coal Calendar. 
 

4. An annual all expenses paid three-day retreat that 
costs IDCEO $25,000 annually to Rend Lake 
Resort for teachers wishing to learn more about 
coal. 

Failing Grades 
 

In 2012-2013 IDCEO spent $116,000 on a consultant’s 
evaluation providing recommendations for revising the 
coal education program. 
  
The consultant’s 2013 Coal Education Program Evaluation 
Report determined that the coal curriculum first developed 
in 2004 was outdated and should be immediately retired. 
   
Revising and updating the coal education program will 
require a significant commitment of new public funds, 
funds that could be put to much better uses.  
 

HB 5660 (Conroy) would eliminate the ratepayer 
requirement to pay for a coal curriculum.

Illinois state law currently requires the development 
of a coal education program for our state s children?   




